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ABSTRACT:  

Now a days due to wide increasing use of digital media text localization and text recognition is one area which is 
useful for recognizing text. Recognized text can be useful for many purposes like license plate reading, sign 
detection and to visually impair to get text for accessing text to speech algorithm. This paper provides an improved 
method to recognize text extracted from video frames and images provided by user. The main objective of this 
system is to implement template matching and thinning algorithm which is used to develop the system. Template 
match and thin algorithm are much sensitive about font and size which is easily extracted in the frames or image 
hence all the text is scaled in one size and then input given to optical character recognition (OCR). Experimental 

results show improvement in the proposed method. 
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[l] INTRODUCTION: 
 
The rapid growth of digital media contents like 
camera images, video which leads to content 
retrieval for the efficient purpose and useful for 
describing the actual content in that specific video 
or image, text can easily retrieved and compared 
to another semantic contents, For some event 
occurs we can synchronize the extracted text to the 
image data. Extracted text can widely use as main 
component for indexing, automatic annotation, 
and parsing of video or images. While during the 
processing some text may not be recognized or 

localized properly due to some constraints like 
contrast, color and stationary location[1]. Contrast 
does not guarantee you due to complex 
background, because in blurred background low 
contract text can be recognized easily than in 
complex background. As per as color issue is 
concern it is believe that most text have uniform 
color but bleeding effect at the text edge caused by 
lossy compression. Stationary location has some 
issue that scrolling type effect are used only in 
special effects hence to keep the maximum 
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efficiency of stationary location it can be handle 
by system[1]. 
Image retrieval involves several processes as 
image preprocessing, edge detection, clustering, 
localization, blurring and recognition of text from 
the video or image provided by user[3]. Text in 
media file consists of useful information for 
getting information about visual content. In the 
pattern recognition optical character recognition is 
important potential area which is used for 
recognizing the text localized in the image. Some 
approaches of the OCR like segmentation, 
thinning and template matching and training. 
Segmentation takes the binary input image scan 
through image starts horizontally from the first 
black pixel to the end while vertical line 
segmentation carried out some rectangular boxes 
to the character[4]. Thinning algorithm is applied 
to the segmentation before applying to the 
template matching for getting better efficiency of 
the text. Template matching approach recognition 
is based on the text provided by user with the text 
character, number and special character stored in 
database[1,6]. If some character detected is not 
present in the stored database then it has to be train 
o recognize it. Retrieval of text from video or file 
involves in steps as: 
Frame Extraction: Extract the frames from the 
video provided by user. 
Text localization: Find out the area where text is 
localized. 
Text segmentation: Segment the vertical line and 
horizontal character on binary input image. 
Text recognition: Text recognition is carried out 
by thinning, training the text. 
 
[II] LITERATURE SURVEY 
1) Jie Xi  worked on detection of text and 
recognition for retrieving clue text in several 
superimposed text appear in news videos. In is 
proposed algorithm there is opening procedure of 
morphological on the blurred edge area map. 
Recognition rate for localization in their method is  
94.7% while precision rate of recognizing is 
67.5%. 

2) Rainer Lien hart research on the text 
localization and Text segmentation in videos and 
images proposed hat every line text with sub pixel 
had tracked with the efficient rate and recognition 
at 69%.  
3) Bharatratna P, Gaikwad Ramesh R. Manza 
Ganesh R. Manza worked on template matching, 
tracking and feature classification algorithm 
implements to optical character recognition stated 
that they got text recognition in uppercase letter at 
92%. 
4) Palaiahnakote Shivakumara had taken 
segmented text and worked on non significant 
elimination of edged to get text line boundary at 
93%. 
 
[III] PROPOSED METHODOLOGY  
Proposed methodology of text recognition works 
in the fashion that it involves several processes 
from extracting frames to the recognized output in 
the binary image. 
 

1.Video frame extraction: 
As video contains combination of images so we 
have to get these images for the further processing 
on the frames or images which we are extracting 
from the video. Only we have to give text 
containing video the frame extractor. Output of 
frame extractor is frames in the form of .png. We 
probably take 10 frames for 30 second video file. 
 

2. Preprocessing: 
In the preprocessing phase several contents are 
there for processing on images is grayscale 
conversion, thresholding, sobel edge detection, 
clustering. If extracted frame from video is color 
image because as described in the introduction it 
has some drawback about complex background 
hence for easy process it has to convert in 
grayscale. Grayscale conversion carried out by 
retrieving the RGB contents from the image taking 
average of it and assign to the new pixel. 
Thresholding is completely black and white image 
can be get by putting any value between 0-255 e.g. 
126 to compare it with value of grayscale pixel. 
Once we get threshold image sobel edge detection 
is to be apply on it to detect the edges in the 
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images as text is combination of strokes of edges. 
Sobel edge detection algorithm finds the 
magnitude of edges in x and y direction. 
Magnitude of x and y direction is combined with 
the direction of pixel because most of the character 
has opposite edge pairs going in opposite 
direction. Sobel edge filter 3x3 matrix template for 
finding the gradient magnitude[11]. 
Gradient magnitude in x direction is termed as Gx 
and Gy fo y direction. 
Gx=X1*X2 

       -1  0  1        

  X1=  -2  0  2        

       -1  0  1     

  

X1 is  the values of default sobel filer and X2 are 
the values of the edge pixel. 
 Gy=Y1*Y2 
     1   2 1 
Y1=             0  0 0   
                 -1 -2 -1 
 
Sobel gradient= sqrt (Gx2+Gy2) 
Edge direction �=tan-1(Gy/Gx) 
In this way we can get the values of edge gradient 
magnitude and direction. 
Clustering: 
As in the sobel edge detection we have found the 
edge values in this section we are clustering the 
edge pixels got by sobel operator having same 
properties this can be achieved by finding the 
frequency counts the x direction in one time to the 
edge pixels. Those areas having approximate 
frequency counts are grouped by two lines i.e. red 
and green lines. The edges found in between these 
two lines are referred as localized text which is 
used for further processing for recognition. 
3. Text recognition: 
There are several processing in text recognition 
are as follows: 
Vertical segmentation, Horizontal character 
segmentation, Thinning, Scaling, Template 
matching, Training. 

Horizontal character and vertical line 
segmentation: 
Horizontal character and vertical line segment 
finds the black pixel in image provided by user to 
start the scan algorithm and by combining it with 
horizontal a separate rectangular box is assign to 
each character or text in the image for the thinning 
purpose[5]. 
Thinning: As in the above segment we get the 
segment of character but if it is variable in size it 
can not recognized easily by OCR hence for 
getting accuracy it has to thin so in this segment 
we are thinning the character to recognize it well. 

 
Figure 1. Thinning Character 

In above fig we can see we have thin the character 
thinning works in three stages as pixel which we 
are deleting should not be connected to more than 
two pixels. Several template standards should be 
containing in it. 
Scaling: 
Scaling is needed to be all character will be in one 
size for better result. 
Template Matching: 
Whatever the characters which we have thinned 
and scaled has to be match in the stored database 
to recognize what kind of text is present in the 
image provided by user. Template matching takes 
the binary image of text and searches it with the 
stored database if not present in database then it 
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has to trains  in training phase by considering 
shape of text. 

 
Figure 2. Training the character. 

  
Figure 3. Final output. 

[IV] EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS: 
Experimental carried out on random images and 
videos captured by camera in natural scene image 
to recognize the text. 
 

Precision rate=  No. of accurate detected text 
No. of accurate detected text+ False positive 

 False positive rate=    No. of inaccurate text 

                                No. of accurate detected text 

Recall rate=        No. of accurate detected text              

No. of accurate detected text+ No. of missed text 

Table 1. Recognition Table 

Text Precision Rate Recall Rate 
Uppercase 92 93 
Lowercase 92.5 92.6 
Numbers 91 93              

 [V] CONCLUSION: 
The proposed system is implemented for 
extraction of text from video and natural scene 
images. In this paper we have approached a new 
novel method for recognizing text in images. The 
system is based on segmentation, Template 
matching and training the text. The characters and 
numbers are detected and recognized well very 
rare cases shows inaccuracy. The overall results 
shows there is improvement in the proposed 
system with precision rate at 92% and recall rate at 
93%. 
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